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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
sNN =257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�kT algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘lab = 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet pT 80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�kT R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower pT275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher pT jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Lund diagrams, a theoretical representation of the phase space within jets, have long been 
used in discussing parton showers and resummations. We point out that they can be created 
for individual jets through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering, providing a powerful 
visual representation of the radiation within any given jet. arXiv:1807.04758
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Figure 2: (a) The average primary Lund plane density, ⇢, for jets clustered with the C/A

algorithm and R = 1 having pt > 2 TeV and |y| < 2.5, in a simulated QCD dijet sample.

(b) Schematic representation of the di↵erent regions of the Lund plane.

One could additionally follow the lower pt branch at each declustering. This would

e↵ectively create secondary, tertiary, etc., Lund planes (or triangles), i.e. one for each

emission, giving the full Lund diagram as in the middle row of Fig. 1. We postpone the

study of full Lund diagrams to future work, although a brief discussion of the use of a

secondary Lund plane is given in appendix B.

2.2 Averaged Lund plane density and basic analytical properties

The simplest analysis of the Lund plane is to examine the average density of points per jet

and per unit area in the ln kt – ln� plane, which we denote

⇢(�, kt) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln kt d ln 1/�
. (2.2)

One can also define a density in terms of dimensionless variables, e.g.

⇢̄(�,) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln d ln 1/�
. (2.3)

The quantity ⇢(�, kt) is represented in Fig. 2a for a sample of (C/A, R = 1) jets with

pt > 2 TeV, simulated using the dijet process in Pythia 8.230 [49] with the Monash13

tune [50]. For the case of a quark-initiated jet (about 80% of the jets in the sample
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positions of the emissions from (a), but no information about what further secondary

emissions may have been produced. It is this simpler representation that we will use

throughout most of the article.

2.1 Construction of the primary Lund plane

Our starting point for constructing the primary Lund plane is to (re-)cluster a jet’s con-

stituents with the Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) algorithm [47, 48].2 The C/A algorithm iden-

tifies the pair of particles i and j closest in rapidity (y = ln E+pz
E�pz

, with E and pz the

particle’s energy and longitudinal momentum with respect to the colliding beams) and and

azimuth �, i.e. with the minimal value of �2

ij = (yi � yj)2 + (�i � �j)2. It then recombines

them into a “pseudojet” with momentum p = pi + pj . This procedure is repeated until all

particles (and pseudojets) have been recombined, or are separated by �ij larger than some

parameter R.

To create a primary Lund plane representation of a jet we then work backwards through

the C/A clustering. One starts with the full jet and then proceeds as follows:

1. Decluster the current object to produce two pseudojets, pa and pb, labelled such that

pta > ptb, where pti is the transverse momentum of i with respect to the colliding

beams. We will consider pb to be the emission and pa + pb to be the emitter. In the

limit where pb carries little momentum relative to pa, pa + pb and pa can be thought

of being the same particle, simply di↵ering through the loss of a small amount of

momentum by the radiation of a gluon pb.

2. Determine a number of variables associated with the declustering, e.g.

� ⌘ �ab, kt ⌘ ptb�ab, m2
⌘ (pa + pb)

2, (2.1a)

z ⌘
ptb

pta+ptb
,  ⌘ z� ,  ⌘ tan�1

yb�ya
�b��a

, (2.1b)

In the limit ptb ⌧ pta and � ⌧ 1, kt is the transverse momentum of particle b (the

emission) relative to its emitter,  is an azimuthal angle around the (sub)jet axis,

and z is the momentum fraction of the branching. In our default definition of the

Lund plane, the coordinates associated with this declustering will be ln� and ln kt.

One may also, however, make other choices of coordinates, such as for example ln�

and ln, or ln� and ln kt/pt,jet (with pt,jet the jet transverse momentum).

3. Repeat the procedure by going to step 1 for the harder branch, pa.

This procedure gives a tuple of variables {k(1)t ,�(1), . . .}, . . ., {k(n)t ,�(n), . . .} for each of

the branchings o↵ the main emitter. The kt and � elements of the tuples (specifically

their logarithms) can be interpreted as set of coordinates of points in the Lund plane,

corresponding to the full set of primary branchings, as in the lower row of Fig. 1. The

tuple elements other than kt and � provide complementary information for each point.

2Throughout this paper, we also use the C/A algorithm for the initial jet finding. The case where jets are

clustered with the anti-kt algorithm (and re-clustered with the C/A algorithm) is discussed in Appendix A.
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Analytic study of the Lund plane

To leading order in perturbative QCD and for � ⌧ 1, one expects for a
quark initiated jet

⇢ ' ↵s(kt)CF

⇡
z̄
�
pgq(z̄) + pgq(1 � z̄)� , z̄ ⇤

kt

pt ,jet�

I Lund plane can be calculated
analytically.

I Calculation is systematically
improvable.

Frédéric Dreyer 27/50

Calculable(!)

Yacine on Monday…
Frederic yesterday…
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Figure 3: Emission density along slices of the Lund plane, at fixed kt (top) and � (bot-

tom), comparing three event generators.

region, where the density is an infrared and collinear safe quantity, and the low-kt, non-

perturbative region. In the latter, for kt below a few GeV, one also sees di↵erences between

generators of about 15%. The ability to clearly identify separate perturbative and non-

perturbative regions provides a powerful advantage relative to quantities such as jet-shapes

that have been measured in the past, and whose distributions tend, to some extent, to mix

perturbative and non-perturbative sensitivity.

A final remark here is that at low kt, the Lund plane density could be seen as providing

an e↵ective definition of the strong coupling in the infrared, which one might also be able

to relate to the ↵0 parameter of Refs [58, 59].

2.4 Relation with other observables

Lund plane density observables are closely related to a wide range of other jet observables.

In some cases there is an exact relation between the Lund-plane density and that

other observable. To illustrate two such cases, zg [60] and NSD [61], we use the Lund plane

density ⇢̄(�,) variant from Eq. (2.3), defined using the dimensionless � and  variables of

Eq. (2.1). The choice of ⇢̄ versus the ⇢ density as defined in Eq. (2.2) depends on whether

one privileges the study of emissions close to the collinear boundary (⇢̄ is preferable) or

the presence of an explicit kt physical scale, e.g. to examine the transition to the non-

perturbative region (⇢ is preferable).

The zg variable of Ref. [60], which is also being studied in heavy-ion collisions [62, 63],

can be directly deduced from the ⇢̄ density. Recall that the zg variable is defined as the

momentum fraction that appears in the first � = 0 soft-drop (or equivalently modified mass

drop) occurrence [19, 64], where the soft-drop procedure has a parameter zcut indicating z

values below which soft splittings are simply discarded. Recalling that  = z� in Eq. (2.1b),
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Figure 4: Lund-plane emission density, ⇢S(�, kt), for hadronically decaying boosted W

bosons, in WW events, using the same jet-clustering and selection as in Fig. 2.

3.1 Log-likelihood use of Lund Plane

The log-likelihood approach uses two main inputs: the first requires the identification of the

“leading” emission, (`), which in the W case is likely to be associated with the two-prong

decay. We take this leading emission to be the first emission in the Lund declustering

sequence that satisfies z > zcut with zcut = 0.025, which corresponds to the emission that

would be selected by the mMDT tagger [19] with the same zcut or equivalently by the

Soft-Drop (SD) procedure [64] with � = 0 and that zcut. We define a L` log likelihood

function

L`(m
(`), z(`)) = ln

✓
1

NS

dNS

dm(`)dz(`)

�
1

NB

dNB

dm(`)dz(`)

◆
, (3.1)

using the ratio of dNX/dm(`)dz(`) (X = S,B), the di↵erential distribution in the mass and

z variables of the leading emission (m(`), z(`)) for a simulated signal sample S (W bosons)

with NS jets, and the analogous quantity for a background (QCD dijet) sample B. In

practice we bin logarithmically in m(`) and z(`) to construct a discretised approximation

to L`(m(`), z(`)).

The second likelihood input is designed to bring sensitivity to the pattern of non-

leading (n`) emissions, i.e. the pattern of additional radiation, within the primary Lund

plane, that decorates the basic two-prong structure. It involves a function

Ln`(�, kt;�
(`)) = ln

⇣
⇢(n`)S

�
⇢(n`)B

⌘
, (3.2)
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Figure 3: Lund diagrams reconstructed from a sample anti-kT R = 0.4 jets generated by PYTHIA8.
Three reclustering strategies were considered: C/A (left), kT(middle), and anti-kT (right).

three recombination schemes, and will discuss them briefly below. This was partly motivated at the time
by considering medium-modified branching algorithms with no preferred ordering variable, analogous to
the angular ordering in the vacuum. Nevertheless, we observe that the C/A algorithm seems to be most
resilient and predictable, even in the presence of medium effects, and will be the default scheme applied
to most of the studies performed below.

In order to extract relevant information from a sample of real (simulated) jets, we apply the following
procedure. For a given jet in the sample,

1) build a history of splittings by reclustering a jet with a given reclustering algorithm,

2) at each branching, extract the variables z and ✓. Here, we define z ⌘ zrel = pt,j2/(pt,j1 + pt,j2) and
use ln z�Rj1j2/R as the quantity on the y-axis, where ji (i = 1, 2) refer to two branches of the tree.
This definition of the variable z has the property that it always reflects the momentum sharing
within the local branching (see also the description at [46]).

3) enter the corresponding z, ✓ point in the Lund diagram.

The C/A reclustering, where the distance metric is only determined by the angular separation, see Eq. (7),
should correspond most closely to an angular-ordered sequence of splittings based on our arguments above.
That means that the last step of jet reclustering merges two substructures separated at large angles. As
mentioned above, alternative reclustering strategies can be used, albeit with caution. In the case of the
kT-algorithm, the softest particles are clustered first. As a consequence, the last reclustering step will
merge hard splittings. The anti-kT clusters hard particles first, thus splittings at the last reclustering
steps will be generally soft.

Using this procedure for the three different reclustering algorithms, we analyzed a sample of jet
generated by PYTHIA8 in Figure 3.6 The jet sample corresponds to reconstructed anti-kT = 0.4 jets
with pT > 200 GeV. The expected, simple features are nicely realized for the C/A reclustering, see
Figure3 (left).7 In particular, we see a slow enhancement of radiation with increasing kT that can mainly
be attributed to running-coupling effects. The additional features, e.g. at large angles, can be attributed
to effects from the underlying event that was not subtracted in this sample. Indeed, the maps generated
by the (anti-)kT reclustering are not uniform and possess and enhanced sensitivity to collinear, Figure 3
(center), and soft, large-angle configurations, Figure 3 (right), as naively expected. See also Section 3.1.2
for a further discussion in the context of grooming studies.

As pointed out before, medium-induced radiation does not per se follow the same (angular) ordering
as described above. In fact, the resummation of soft radiation leads to quite different characteristics.
We will however continue to apply the procedure outlined above to identify regions of particular medium
modification in the following Section.

6The figures produced in this report were built using G. Salam’s code at [46].
7Some features near the edges of the figure are artefacts related to the use of anti-kT jets. We appreciate the discussion

with the authors of [47] about these aspects.
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Figure 3: Lund diagrams reconstructed from a sample anti-kT R = 0.4 jets generated by PYTHIA8.
Three reclustering strategies were considered: C/A (left), kT(middle), and anti-kT (right).

three recombination schemes, and will discuss them briefly below. This was partly motivated at the time
by considering medium-modified branching algorithms with no preferred ordering variable, analogous to
the angular ordering in the vacuum. Nevertheless, we observe that the C/A algorithm seems to be most
resilient and predictable, even in the presence of medium effects, and will be the default scheme applied
to most of the studies performed below.

In order to extract relevant information from a sample of real (simulated) jets, we apply the following
procedure. For a given jet in the sample,

1) build a history of splittings by reclustering a jet with a given reclustering algorithm,

2) at each branching, extract the variables z and ✓. Here, we define z ⌘ zrel = pt,j2/(pt,j1 + pt,j2) and
use ln z�Rj1j2/R as the quantity on the y-axis, where ji (i = 1, 2) refer to two branches of the tree.
This definition of the variable z has the property that it always reflects the momentum sharing
within the local branching (see also the description at [46]).

3) enter the corresponding z, ✓ point in the Lund diagram.

The C/A reclustering, where the distance metric is only determined by the angular separation, see Eq. (7),
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with the authors of [47] about these aspects.
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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
sNN =257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�kT algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘lab = 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet pT 80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�kT R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower pT275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher pT jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Fig. 12: Result of the JEWEL+PYTHIA MC simulation: MEDIUM-VACUUM difference of the calcu-
lations shown in Fig. 11 for two jet pT selections.

corresponds to an enhancement of soft (moderate ln 1/�) and hard collinear splittings (large ln 1/�).
These observations are consistent with soft and hard collinear splittings being modified by the medium.

To illustrate the different modifications of the Lund diagram density for the two regions identified
in Fig. 12, projections along ln 1/� are shown in Fig. 13. For Region-A we observe 30%-40% depletion
of splittings for the MEDIUM case whereas in Region-B a moderate increase of splittings induced by the
medium is visible. The depletion in Region-A is consistent a sample of more collimated jets consistent
with previous measurements in heavy-ion collisions [33,64]. The increase seen in Region-B is consistent
with a small in-medium enhancement of splittings with moderate dependency on the angle of the splitting
but favoring the soft collinear medium-induced radiation (moderate ln1/�).
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Fig. 13: Projections of the lund diagram along the angular separation ln 1/� of the splittings for the two
selections of jet pT. In-medium suppression of splittings for moderate ln according to JEWEL (left).
Enhancement for small ln (right).

As discussed in Ref. [57] specific regions in the Lund plane are sensitive to different type of
parton splittings. These regions can be identified by selecting the desired area using linear functions
ln = ln 1/�+ ln 1

pT t , where t is related to the decoherence time (thus formation time). Depending on
the selection, different formation times are probed and splittings will occur within or outside the medium.
Several arbitrary regions selected by the diagonal lines for constant 1

pT t are indicated in Fig. 11. To
illustrate the in-medium effects and their dependence on the jet momentum, the pT and the formation
(decoherence) time the density of the splittings can be projected along the momentum imbalance z =
pT,2/(pT,1 + pT,2). In the left panel of Fig. 14 we show the relative difference of the splitting density
�⇢̄ = (⇢̄med � ⇢̄vac)/⇢̄vac for a selection of pT t. For small pT t the splitting density is suppressed for
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time tf that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = tf, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln
1

✓
+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
tf,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to tf = L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked tf = L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with tf > L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time tf, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂tf could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂tf, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =
1

3
ln

1

✓
+ ln

q̂1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k2T ⇠ (✓t)�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M2 = z(1� z)p2T✓
2 , (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, tf ⇠ �E�1. It is explicitly given by

tf =
2z(1� z)pT

k2T
=

2pT

M2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2
↵sCi

⇡
d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓
, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O

�
↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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Figure 1: Left: The kinematical Lund plane spanned by ln 1/✓ and ln z✓ for jets with opening angle
R, see text for details. Right: clustering history with the formation time of primary emissions in the
kinematical Lund plane.

the dipole splitting angle, we find that the dipole invariant mass reads

M2 = z(1� z)p2T✓
2 , (1)

where pT is the total momentum of the dipole, corresponding roughly to the transverse momentum in
the detector. The characteristic time-scale of the splitting is usually referred to as the formation time,
and is related to the finite energy resolution, tf ⇠ �E�1. It is explicitly given by

tf =
2z(1� z)pT

k2T
=

2pT

M2
, (2)

where kT = z(1�z)pT✓ is the (relative) transverse momentum of the dipole in the small angle limit. This
formula can easily be understood as the time-scale for decaying in the rest frame of the parent times its
boost factor ⇠ (1/M)⇥ (pT/M).

The Lund diagram exists in various forms, the common feature being that the variables spanning the
plane exploit the logarithmic phase space due to the soft, 1/z, and collinear, 1/✓, divergences of typical
QCD splittings (except g ! qq̄). Here, the phase-space for emission from each particle is represented in
the Lund map, as a triangle in a ln 1/✓ and ln kT/pT plane, where ✓ and kT are respectively the angle and
transverse momentum of an emission with respect to its emitter In the soft and collinear limit, usually
referred to as the double-logarithmic regime, the differential probability dP of one splitting is given by
[35, 2]

dP = 2
↵sCi

⇡
d ln z✓ d ln

1

✓
, (3)

in terms of its kinematical variables, and approximating kT ⇡ zpT✓, and in arbitrary color representation
(Ci = CF for quark and Ci = Nc for gluon splitting, respectively). Due to the self-similar nature of the
phase space (3), the effect of multiple splittings corresponds to higher-order corrections.4 Hence, the area
spanned below the line z = 1, see Figure 1 (left), is uniformly populated by emissions with the weight
2↵sCi/⇡ where emissions can take place up to the jet opening angle R. The density at fixed kT is mainly
modulated by running coupling effects, down to the QCD scale, kT ⇠ ⇤QCD, where non-perturbative
effects will dominate. In Figure 1 (left) we have also explicitly denoted the regimes of soft, large-angle
and hard, collinear radiation.

For a full-fledged jet, the diagram is built up by mapping every branching to a point on the Lund
plane. In Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how to fill this plane for multiple, primary emissions off the
main branch—three in the illustrated case. Resolving subsequent splittings along the primary branches
will, in turn, generate new, orthogonal Lund planes, and so on. Simplifying the graphical representation,

4For a given phase space point with {z, ✓}, the feed-down contribution from one additional splitting yields a contribution
⇠ O

�
↵2
s ln 1/z lnR/✓

�
which contributes at higher-logarithmic order.
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time tf that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = tf, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln
1

✓
+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
tf,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to tf = L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked tf = L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with tf > L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time tf, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂tf could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂tf, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =
1

3
ln

1

✓
+ ln

q̂1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k2T ⇠ (✓t)�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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Jets in LHC Run-3 & 4 Lund diagram

V. LUND DIAGRAM242

High statistics of collected jets in Run-3 and Run-4 of LHC will provide a prime opportunity243

to explore the details of the internal structure of high energy jets that undergo interactions with244

the QGP medium. Recently, a theoretical representation of the radiation phase space within jets245

inspired by Lund diagrams [18] has been proposed. The so-called Lund jet plane [19] - a robust246

portrayal of the internal structure of jets - was designed to build a conceptual connection between247

manually constructed observables and approaches that use Machine Learning techniques to study248

QCD jets and/or discriminate between signal and background jets. The diagram is constructed by249

mapping of the available phase-space within a jet to a triangle in a two dimensional (logarithmic)250

plane that shows the transverse momentum and the angle of any given emission with respect to its251

emitter. Such a triangular diagram, a representation of the radiation within any given jet can be252

created through repeated Cambridge/Aachen declustering.253

To demonstrate the potential of future measurements at the LHC we constructed Lund diagrams254

using Jewel Monte Carlo generator [3]. To study the modifications of the Lund diagram with255

respect to vacuum reference (jets produced in pp collisions) we used the default settings of the256

generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
p
sNN =257

5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�kT algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘lab = 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet pT 80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that

⇢̄(�,) =
1

Njet

dnemission

d ln d ln 1/�
, (2)

where for two clusters a and b labelled such that pT,a > pT,b,  =
pT,b

pT,a+pT,b
�ab, and �2

ab = (ya �266

yb)2+('a�'b)2 with ' being the azimuthal angle and y the rapidity of a cluster. The ⇢̄ density has267

a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�kT R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower pT275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher pT jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Figure 2: Lund diagram of parton splittings with the inclusion of relevant medium scales related to
creation and decoherence of partons in the medium. The chosen parameters are q̂ = 2 GeV2/fm, L = 2
fm and pT = 300 GeV.

these planes are ultimately collapsed onto the original one. Due to the strong ordering of emissions in
the double-logarithmic regime, especially in angles, the emissions are roughly evenly distributed in the
splitting variables.

Each point in the diagram is uniquely associated with a specific formation time tf that is a proxy for
the physical time t when a splitting can be resolved. Solving t = tf, results in a line parametrized by

ln z✓ = ln
1

✓
+ ln

1

pTt
, (4)

with a positive, unit slope in the plane. Hence, each splitting in Figure1 (right) happens approximately at
tf,i (i = {1, 2, 3}). This representation is particularly useful when considering branchings in the presence
of a spatially extended density of scattering centers.

Turning now to medium effects, it is most natural to consider which of the splittings happen inside a
medium of length L. The line corresponding to tf = L is found by substituting t = L in (4), and is also
represented in Figure 2, where we have chosen a particular value for L. Hence, the area above the line
marked tf = L corresponds to emissions that occur inside the medium. Emissions with tf > L occupy the
region below the line.

Providing a comprehensive overview of models of medium interactions proposed in the literature is
beyond the scope of this report. Instead, we consider for the moment a well-known picture that shares
commonalities between a wide class of approaches by assuming that all propagating particles experience
diffusive momentum broadening. The amount of accumulated momentum is characterized by the diffusion
relation hk2Ti = q̂t, where t corresponds to the time of in-medium propagation and where the jet transport
coefficient q̂ acts as a diffusion constant in transverse space.5 For a given splitting, with a given transverse
momentum kT and formation time tf, the accumulated transverse momentum ⇠ q̂tf could either be small
correction or a dominating contribution. The limiting line, k2T = q̂tf, is parametrized by,

ln z✓ =
1

3
ln

1

✓
+ ln

q̂1/3

pT
. (5)

Note that the slope is a factor 1/3 smaller than in (4). More generally, at any instant t we can compare
the intrinsic transverse momentum k2T ⇠ (✓t)�2 to the accumulated one ⇠ q̂t. This allows us to identify a
characteristic time-scale when the two are of the same order that is usually referred to as the decoherence

5Here we neglect the influence of rare, hard kicks in the medium that go beyond this definition. Their discussion follows
closely what we describe below, with the resolution scale �? ⇠ q�1

? , where q? is the transverse momentum kick from the
medium. We refer, e.g. to [36] for a comprehensive discussion.
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generator corresponding to 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions at the center of mass energy
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5 TeV. The temperature of the medium was set to T = 0.42 GeV and the optional calculation of258

the so-called medium response retaining the partons / scattering centers that interacted with the259

jet was not used (i.e. recoils o↵ setting of the MC generator was used). Jets were reconstructed260

with anti�kT algorithm [20] with resolution parameter R = 0.4 using FastJet package [21, 22].261

Jets retained for the substructure analysis were required to have their centroid within two units262

of pseudorapidity around ⌘lab = 0 (i.e. |⌘jet|< 2). The substructure of jets was analyzed with263

Caambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm with R = 1 implemented within FastJet for two selections264

of jet pT 80� 120 GeV/c and 200� 250 GeV/c.265

The Lund diagram density can be directly measured experimentally and compared to analytic
predictions and parton-shower Monte-Carlo simulations, such as JEWEL. Figure 10 shows the
density ⇢̄ of points (emissions) for a Lund diagram using the dimensionless quantity  and spatial
separation of two emitters � within a jet (sub-)cluster following formulations in [19], such that
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a most useful property for current and future studies in heavy-ion collisions. As shown in [19] the268

zg variable defined in [23] and studied in heavy-ion collisions [12, 24–26], can be directly deduced269

from the ⇢̄ density. Note, since we re-cluster jets already reconstructed with anti�kT R = 0.4 we270

implicitely pose a limit on the angular separation of the clusters within the jet and e↵ectively the271

diagram for ln 1/� < 0.9 is not populated.272

The average density integrated over ln calculated for Pb–Pb (MEDIUM) case shows little273

deviation from the pp (VACUUM) reference. Whereas the average density along ln 1/� for the274

MEDIUM case shows significant deviations from VACUUM for ln 1/� < 3 for jets in the lower pT275

range and for ln 1/� < 4 for higher pT jets. These observations are consistent with soft and hard276

collinear splittings being modified by the medium.277
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Slicing on formation time => similar suppression for similar t 
Explore: Mass (zq2) slicing?



Sensitivity to medium’s Temperature
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An example…

Rather strong sensitivity to medium T (should be the case)
for a fixed time (in-medium) splittings
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Sensitivity to medium’s L (centrality)
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Despite the large difference in collision centrality
rather small difference in suppression for similar
formation time
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The	dead	cone

There	are	essentially	2	indirect	consequences	of	the	deadcone:

-Restriction	of	hard	gluons	with	small	kT , which	is	the	most	probable	
component	of	the	radiation	(P~"S(kT2))		->	reduction	of	z,		FF	peaked	at	larger	
values	of	z

-Smaller	intrajetmultiplicities	

kT

z	pt,jet # ~	kT/zpt,jet

3

We	are	interested	in	the	direct	visualization

Battaglia,	Orava,Salmi,	 DELPHI

Parametric	ratios	of	angular	yields

Hard gluons restricted to radiate outside 
the dead cone (small kT)

ONTO HEAVY QUARKS

Dead cone for θ < m / E

Searching for the dead cone effects with 
iterative declustering of heavy-flavor jets 
Leticia Cunqueiro (ORNL/UTK), MP
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.00102

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.00102


Heavy-flavor and the dead cone…
• High-energy HF – little dead-cone 

effect because of m/E small –
radiative quark (a la LF) e-loss 
dominant

• I. Viteev et al. study HF-jets with zg
(standard grooming tech.) => no 
significant differences as compared 
to LF jets (high-momentum 140-160 
GeV) for HF tagged jet Q->Qg

• QQbar splits in parton shower:
– I. Viteev – little / no in medium 

modification 
– Novel techniques in pp on 

Disentangling Heavy Flavor at Colliders 
[arXiv:1702.02947] – potentially 
interesting for AA
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Figure 2. The modification of the jet
splitting functions in 0-10% central Pb+Pb
collisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV for the pT bin

140 < pT,j < 160 GeV. The upper panels
compare the LO and MLL predictions to CMS
light jet substructure measurements [12]. The
middle and lower panels present the MLL
modifications for heavy flavor tagged jet - the
Q ! Qg and ! QQ̄, respectively.
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Figure 3. The modifications of the splitting
functions for heavy flavor tagged jet is shown
for

p
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. An

important feature is the strong quenching
e↵ects for prompt b-jets contrasted by the lack
of QGP-induced modification for the g ! QQ̄
splitting.

jets. These corroborate the analytic expectations, show that the magnitude of the e↵ects is large,
and provide new and promising ways to pin down the mass dependence of in-medium parton
showers.
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Heavy-flavor and the dead cone…
• Can we take a look with Lund diagram?

– Use leading (high-pT) HF-hadron (lepton) for the tag & follow declusterization

• Why zg (used so far) not good?
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Heavy-flavor and the dead cone…
• Can we take a look with Lund diagram?

– Use leading (high-pT) HF-hadron (lepton) for the tag & follow declusterization

• Why zg (used so far) not good?

Dead cone
- An approximation

- D < m/E
- Entries that dead 

cone ought to 
suppress
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• Can we take a look with Lund diagram?
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• Why zg (used so far) not good? (even worse separation for higher pT)

Dead cone
- An approximation
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- Entries that dead 
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CMS cuts D < 0.1 – ALICE does not
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Go to lower pT’s …
CMS cuts D < 0.1 – ALICE does not
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https://indico.bnl.gov/event/5039/contributions/26256/attachment
s/21619/29615/b_jet_haitao.pdf

Hai Tao Li
There it is!
Normalization?(!)
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light jet substructure measurements [12]. The
middle and lower panels present the MLL
modifications for heavy flavor tagged jet - the
Q ! Qg and ! QQ̄, respectively.
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p
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions. An

important feature is the strong quenching
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jets. These corroborate the analytic expectations, show that the magnitude of the e↵ects is large,
and provide new and promising ways to pin down the mass dependence of in-medium parton
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Modification of jet shape
Chien et al 2015

!18

Applications 

Modification of fragmentation functions for gluon 
and quark Kang et al 2014 Kang et al 2016

Nuclear modification factor RAA 
for D0 meson (massive)

modifications of the 
jet splitting functions

HTL, Vitev 2018
Many other applications ……Low pT

High-pT

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/5039/contributions/26256/attachments/21619/29615/b_jet_haitao.pdf
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The	dead	cone

There	are	essentially	2	indirect	consequences	of	the	deadcone:

-Restriction	of	hard	gluons	with	small	kT , which	is	the	most	probable	
component	of	the	radiation	(P~"S(kT2))		->	reduction	of	z,		FF	peaked	at	larger	
values	of	z

-Smaller	intrajetmultiplicities	

kT

z	pt,jet # ~	kT/zpt,jet

3

We	are	interested	in	the	direct	visualization

Battaglia,	Orava,Salmi,	 DELPHI

Parametric	ratios	of	angular	yields

Hard gluons restricted to radiate outside 
the dead cone (small kT)

ONTO HEAVY QUARKS

Dead cone for θ < m / E

Searching for the dead cone effects with 
iterative declustering of heavy-flavor jets 
Leticia Cunqueiro (ORNL/UTK), MP
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.00102

https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.00102
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The	experimental	difficulties

4

-The	decays	of	the	heavy	flavour particles	happen	at	similar	angular	scales	and	fill	the	dead	cone

Battaglia,Orava,Sami “A	study	of	depletion	
of	fragmentation	particles	at	small	angles	in	
b-jets	with	the	DELPHI	detector	at	LEP”
The	first	and	only	attempt	of	direct	dead	cone	measurement	at	colliders

-Choice	of	a	reference	axis:	jet	axis,	thrust,	the	direction	of	 the	vertex?	

particles	associated	to	the	vertex

Particles	not	associated	to	the	vertex

The	experimental	difficulties

4

-The	decays	of	the	heavy	flavour particles	happen	at	similar	angular	scales	and	fill	the	dead	cone

Battaglia,Orava,Sami “A	study	of	depletion	
of	fragmentation	particles	at	small	angles	in	
b-jets	with	the	DELPHI	detector	at	LEP”
The	first	and	only	attempt	of	direct	dead	cone	measurement	at	colliders

-Choice	of	a	reference	axis:	jet	axis,	thrust,	the	direction	of	 the	vertex?	

particles	associated	to	the	vertex

Particles	not	associated	to	the	vertex
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The	iterative	declustering and	the	Lund	plane
2D	map	of	the	jet	tree	filled	via	iterative	declustering:	

-Recluster the	jet	constituents	with	CA	(a	convenient	metric	
for	vacuum	angular	ordered	showers)

-Uncluster it	step	by	step,	from	the	prongs	that	were	merged	
last	to	the	prongs	that	were	merged	first.	

-Each	time,	register	the	scale	kT and	the	opening	angle	θ
between	the	subleadingand	leading	prong

-Always	follow	the	hardest	prong

The	result	is	a	flat	2D	density	map	(except	for	the	running	of	the	coupling)

5

Dreyer,	Soyez,Salam	JHEP	1812	(2018)	064
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The	Lund	plane	for	heavy	flavours

Q
Q

Q

We	do	the	standard	declusteringprocess

We	follow	the	prong	containing	the	heavy	flavor
at	each	step

Negligible	number	of	cases	where	the	prong	
containing	the	heavy	flavor	is	not	the	hardest,	
no	ambiguity	when	comparing	to	light	quarks

At	each	step	of	the	jet	tree	we	can	access	the	angle	of	the	splitting	and	the	energy	of	the	radiating	parent	subjet,	
Eradiator.	For	$ <	mQ/Eradiator we	expect	to	see	a	suppression	of	splittings.

For	low	Eradiator ,	which	means	penetrating	the	jet	to	deep	levels,	the	phase	space	for	the	dead	cone	observation	
grows.

6

Eradiator,1
Eradiator,2

Eradiator,3

$1

$2

$3

“tag & follow” heavy-flavors (hardest branch)…
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The	Lund	plane	for	heavy	flavours

Q
Q

Q

We	do	the	standard	declusteringprocess

We	follow	the	prong	containing	the	heavy	flavor
at	each	step

Negligible	number	of	cases	where	the	prong	
containing	the	heavy	flavor	is	not	the	hardest,	
no	ambiguity	when	comparing	to	light	quarks

At	each	step	of	the	jet	tree	we	can	access	the	angle	of	the	splitting	and	the	energy	of	the	radiating	parent	subjet,	
Eradiator.	For	$ <	mQ/Eradiator we	expect	to	see	a	suppression	of	splittings.

For	low	Eradiator ,	which	means	penetrating	the	jet	to	deep	levels,	the	phase	space	for	the	dead	cone	observation	
grows.

6

Eradiator,1
Eradiator,2

Eradiator,3

$1

$2

$3

“tag & follow” heavy-flavors (hardest branch)…

7

The	simulation	exercise

• Pythia8	Tune	4C
• pp	collisions	at	√s=13	TeV
• Select	ccbar,	bbar production	channels
• At	parton level	the	leading	prong	at	each	declustering step	is	the	one	containing	the	heavy	

parton
• At	hadron	level,	we	inhibit	the	decay	of	the	B	and	D	mesons	and	the	leading	prong	at	each	

declustering step	the	one	containing	the	heavy	meson.			
• AntikTjets	R=0.4,	CA	reclusteringalgo

Our exercise:
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Beauty

Parton level Hadron level

The	inclusive	Lund	map

Non-perturbative	effects	can	be	removed/isolated	by	cutting	the	region	ln(kT)<0

kT~1	GeV

Parton	level Hadron	level

8

Hadron level – ALL processes
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Exposing	the	dead	cone	at	parton level
charm beauty

11

The	cut	log(kT)>kTmin translates	into				Eradiator>	kTmin /z$.	 The	black	dashed	 line	corresponds	 to	the	kinamtic limit	of	

z=0.5,	above	which	there	are	no	more	entries	in	the	inclusive	reference

We	can	identify	regions	of	phase	space	where	PQ	=-1,	meaning	no	radiation	off	the	heavy	quark	

radiator.	The	suppression	of	large	angles	couples	to	the	suppression	of	large	z

Angle vs. Energy of the radiator

Exposing	the	dead	cone	at	parton level
charm beauty

11
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z=0.5,	above	which	there	are	no	more	entries	in	the	inclusive	reference

We	can	identify	regions	of	phase	space	where	PQ	=-1,	meaning	no	radiation	off	the	heavy	quark	

radiator.	The	suppression	of	large	angles	couples	to	the	suppression	of	large	z

3

III. THE DEAD CONE

A di↵erent representation of the Lund diagram which exposes the dead cone e↵ect more clearly is that where the
horizontal axis corresponds to the energy of the radiating daughter prong and the vertical axis corresponds to the
splitting angle ✓. We construct this 2D map and we consider the relative di↵erence between heavy quark-tagged jets
and inclusive jets as a way to study the relative enhancement/suppression in the di↵erent areas of interest:

Q =
PQ(log(1/✓), Eradiator)� P inc(log(1/✓), Eradiator)

P inc(log(1/✓), Eradiator)
(1)

where P (log(1/✓), Eradiator) represents the probability for a a radiator prong with energy Eradiator to split with an
apperture angle ✓. This is illustrated in Figure 2a. The cut log(kT ) > 0 translates into Eradiator > 1/(z✓), where z
is the energy fraction carried by the daughter prong. The kinematic limit z = 0.5 imposes the sharp threshold in the
curve above which there are no entries in the inclusive reference.

One can clearly see a region of the phase space where Q becomes negative, indicating a supression of the splittings
for the heavy quarks compared to inclusive jets, both for c (left) and b jets (right). The angular suppression is coupled
to a suppression of the high z splittings.

The region of angles smaller than ✓ < ✓C = mQ/E, corresponds to the area above the red curve. We note that the
parametrical dead cone red line qualitatively coincides with the curve where QBeauty becomes �1, when radiation of
the heavy flavor prong is completely suppressed, though the relation is not exact. In the case of charm, the dead cone
line is above the kinematic threshold for the given kT selection. More agressive cuts on the scale kT select more large
angle radiation and reduce the range of observation of the dead cone related suppression.

At hadron level the e↵ects are not washed out. A suppression of significant magnitude at angles smaller than the
critical angle at all radiator energies for b and c jets is observed, see Figure 2b.

In Figure 2c we show the impact of considering a looser cut log(kT > �2). Non-perturbative e↵ects fill the dead
cone and obscure the e↵ect of the suppression of the radiation. In Figure 5 we show our proposed observable, which
is the projection onto the vertical axis of the diagrams shown in Fig. 2b, for a range of low radiator energies, for
instance 20 < Eradiator < 50 GeV. The observable, denoted as Q✓, corresponds to the relative di↵erence between the
angular distribution of the splittings for heavy flavor jets and inclusive jets, at perturbative scales set by log(kT ) > 0
and for low radiator energies for which the dead cone e↵ects are maximal:

Q✓ =
PQ(1/✓)� P inc(1/✓)

P inc(1/✓)
, Eradiator 2 (Emin, Emax) (2)

The suppression of the low angle emission probability for b-tagged radiators relative to inclusive ones is of order 80%
at log(1/✓) = 2, which approximately corresponds 0.14 radians. The corresponding suppression for c-tagged radiators
is of order 20%.

The ideal experiment would be able to fully reconstruct the heavy flavor hadrons and to tag prongs of very low
momentum, and to separate subjets at angular scales of 0.1 and below.

We note that the inclusive jets are not the best reference since they are a mixture of g ! gg and q ! qg radiation
with di↵erent fractions. The g ! gg fill the phase space in a di↵erent way compared to q ! qg. We have checked
that the magnitude of the suppression of Q✓ increases when light quark jets are considered as a reference instead of
inclusive jets, see Fig. 6. Experimentally it is possible to enrich the quark fraction by using boson-jet correlations
for instance. Or by statistically cutting on observables that are sensitivie to di↵erences between quark and gluon
fragmentation such as the pTD or the jet angularity.

We have also tested that switching on/o↵ the gluon splitting kernel g ! qqbar has no impact on the results.
As a final remark we note that our method was tested only against Pythia8 and thus the exact magnitude of the

dead-cone related e↵ects and their onset rely on the specific Pythia8 implementation, which is done via matrix element
corrections. However, parton shower generators feature the dead cone e↵ect quite universally with better than 10%
agreement wit NLO calcuations [3].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that iterative declustering is a tool that allows to access the deepest branches of the C/A jet trees
which correspond to the smallest splitting angles and that can uncover quark mass di↵erences related to the dead
cone. We propose to build the Lund map for low pT jets tagged with a fully reconstructed heavy flavor hadron.
Furthermore, we propose to expose the perturbative splittings within the shower with a selection of log(kT ) > 0 and

Cut on log(kT) > 0

Parton level – no UE, no ISR
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Exposing	the	dead	cone	at	hadron	level

At	hadron	level	the	effects	are	smeared	but	not	washed	out
As	expected:	the	higher	Eradiator is,	the	dead	cone	effects	appear	at	smaller	angles.
For	D	jets,	the	effects	appear	at	measurable	angles	of	~0.1	rad	for	radiator	energies	of	10-30	GeV
For	B	jets,	one	can	go	higher	in	radiator	energy	and	still	have	effects	at	angles	of	the	order	of	0.1	rad12

charm beauty
Exposing	the	dead	cone	at	hadron	level

At	hadron	level	the	effects	are	smeared	but	not	washed	out
As	expected:	the	higher	Eradiator is,	the	dead	cone	effects	appear	at	smaller	angles.
For	D	jets,	the	effects	appear	at	measurable	angles	of	~0.1	rad	for	radiator	energies	of	10-30	GeV
For	B	jets,	one	can	go	higher	in	radiator	energy	and	still	have	effects	at	angles	of	the	order	of	0.1	rad12

charm beauty

Hadron level – ALL processes
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For	Eradiator=20	GeV,	
D-jets	are	suppressed	by	30%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad
B-jets	are	suppressed	by	nearly	by	100%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad

13

1D	projections:	the	measurable	observable
For	Eradiator=20	GeV,	
D-jets	are	suppressed	by	30%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad
B-jets	are	suppressed	by	nearly	by	100%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad

13

1D	projections:	the	measurable	observable

For	Eradiator=20	GeV,	
D-jets	are	suppressed	by	30%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad
B-jets	are	suppressed	by	nearly	by	100%	relative	to	inclusive	at	% ~0.1	rad

13

1D	projections:	the	measurable	observable

ALICE measurements under way…
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Outlook : LEP, (eIC…)
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A comment: kT cut vs. Soft Drop ?
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Summary

• Dead cone at the subjet level: 
– rather “simple” conceptually
– Cut on kT: opportunity to study the effect systematically => 

constraints on hadronization? (LEP, eIC; hadronic collisions more 
difficult ISR, MPI,…) – other applications (TBStudied)?

• More applications for de-clustering in considerations (jet 
classification based on Lund plane - kT)
– Role for secondary plane (soft branches)?
– Azimuthal angle? (hadronization, particle decays?)

• Opportunities for heavy-ion collisions – jet modifications, 
medium response(?), different grooming / selection of 
splittings… - BUT need to choose the ‘right’ observables 
(not all equally defined/calculable in theory)
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